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There are more than 120 operational toll entities 
in the United States, collecting some $13 billion 
annually in user fees, plus plans by state and federal 
officials to increase the number of toll roads and 
bridges under the new infrastructure plan. Thus, it’s 
more important than ever for fleets to make sure 
they are being correctly charged for tolls.

A number of factors can make an impact on how much your fleet spends 

per month on tolls and related costs. As the largest provider of weigh 

station bypass and toll payment services in the United States, PrePass has 

a vast amount of experience processing tolls on behalf of customers. We’ve 

identified the most common ways carriers overpay for tolls, and actions you 

can take to avoid spending more than necessary. 

In this whitepaper, we offer five simple ways fleets can lower costs associated 

with toll payments.
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Keep an Eye on Toll Violations

One of the first things that comes to mind regarding extra tolling costs is 

fines and violation fees. Of course, no one enjoys paying extra fees. But 

sometimes, the fees add up to a much higher number than necessary. That’s 

why it’s crucial to look closely at violations when you receive them – you may 

be wasting money on something that’s not correct. 

For instance, one of the biggest issues PrePass sees with inflated toll costs 

relates to improper toll charges made by the agencies and charged to 

carriers. These improper charges can occur for a few different reasons. 

In some cases, violations from various tolling agencies arrive in bulk after 

a toll agency hired a third-party company to help it process its violations. 

Agencies are sometimes backlogged on sending violation notices out in a 

timely manner, and once the third-party takes over this function, suddenly a 

number of notices may appear in your stack of bills. Be sure to look closely at 

each notice, as there could be duplicate charges or violations that your trucks 

are not actually responsible for. You don’t want to pay for an error.  

An error that could result in improper charges occurs when a transponder is 

not read correctly at a toll plaza. The tolling agency usually uses a picture of 

the front or back of the truck or trailer, along with the tag number to identify 

the owner. In some cases, that identifying information may not be correct in 

the system, resulting in an incorrect toll charge.

Perhaps one of the most common ways fleets pay unnecessary fees is 

by not contesting certain fees. Trucking companies, especially those with 

smaller staff devoted to handling toll payments and fees, can become so 

overwhelmed with such violations they just pay the penalty, which can range 

from $5 to $100. It might seem “easier” to pay the fee than to spend the time 
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and effort to contest it. However, many of those violations can be eliminated 

or reduced if you address them. It’s simply a matter of contacting the agency, 

finding out its process for contesting a charge, and going through the proper 

routine. Also: If you work with them, most agencies will waive penalty fees or 

service charges as long as you pay the actual toll you were correctly charged.

While the potential savings can be significant, contesting violations can be 

very time-consuming. It can also be confusing to determine which tolling 

agency to contact. For example, in New York State alone, there are four 

different tolling agencies.

Plus, if you don’t pay or fight a violation right 

away, the tolling agency can and likely will send 

you a second notice with an additional fee — 

and then a third notice that can possibly add 

more fees. PrePass has even seen one tolling 

agency revoke a motor carrier’s registration 

because of its lack of attention to its fleet’s toll 

violations. It turned into a very costly scenario 

for the motor carrier, because it was responsible 

for any included court fees, administrative fees 

and other expenses.

Bringing on a third-party to handle violation management for you is one 

way to address the time-consuming nature of these tasks. For PrePass Plus 

customers in 2017, PrePass had an 87% success rate, meaning that PrePass 

was able to get the administrative fees and any additional cost removed so 

that the motor carrier simply paid the toll incurred. Cases where PrePass 

was not successful typically were the result of PrePass not being notified and 

brought in to help until there was a second or third notice and time ran out 

in terms of remediating the issue. 

The advice here is to become familiar with what the violations look like and to 

respond as soon as possible, and tap into the help of a third-party if needed.
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Another way you can reduce toll costs: make sure your vehicle is classified 

properly. Trucks used by most carriers are usually heavy commercial vehicles 

(HCV) or light commercial vehicles (LCV), and the number of axles, weight/

mass and seating capacity are all determining factors for classification. 

Improper classification can occur simply through errors while filling out your 

paperwork, or from not putting the transponder in the corresponding trucks. 

Be Careful About Vehicle 
Misclassifications2
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One PrePass customer went for 
two years with a misclassified 
transponder, racking up more 
than $15,000 of overcharges in 
tolls — and they never saw it.

For instance, in all states outside of the E-ZPass network, the primary 

information needed to set up your account with many agencies is the 

number of axles. However, it’s not uncommon to see a truck get classified 

for seven axles when it has only five — and when this happens, you may be 

paying the more expensive seven-axle rate. 
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This can also happen if a transponder is moved from one truck to another 

and the transponder’s registration isn’t changed. For instance, you might 

take a transponder from one of your over-the-road tandem-drive-axle 

configurations and put it into a single-drive-axle city cab. This is fine, but be 

certain that someone goes in and updates that registration with the tolling 

agency to reflect the reduced number of axles.  

When these updates don’t occur, it can cost generally between $10 to $15 

per transaction. This may not sound like a lot, but if it happens over a longer 

period of time, the cost becomes significant.

Case in point: one PrePass customer went for two years with a misclassified 

transponder, racking up more than $15,000 of overcharges in tolls — and 

they never saw it. 

It was only uncovered when 

PrePass was doing a cost 

analysis for the customer and 

discovered one transponder that 

was classified differently than 

the other trucks. When asked if 

they used trucks with that axle 

count, the company responded, 

“No, absolutely not.” It turned 

out the problem was due to the 

tolling agency — but the trucking 

company was still out the money.

So how can you monitor your toll charges to make sure that doesn’t happen 

to you? When you receive your bill every month, whether it’s from a program 

like PrePass Plus or from a tolling agency, the class and axles are listed on 

the bill for each transponder on the itemized bill. Make sure they are correct.

How can you 
monitor your toll 
charges to make 
sure that doesn’t 
happen to you?



In general, maximum tolling means that there was a failure to read the 

transponder, either at the point of entry to a toll road or at the point of exit, 

leading to a maximum-toll charge. This can be very expensive. For example, 

in Florida a maximum toll can run $64. Pennsylvania, more than $110. In 

New York, the charge can be in excess of $114. 

The good news is that maximum tolls can be disputed, as long as you know 

the proper point of entry or exit — which is the key piece of data needed 

to dispute these charges. You must look at your bills in detail, because 

maximum toll charges are not easy to find. 

You can dispute these charges; however, be aware that it can take several 

months to receive a credit on your statement. Also, some of the agencies just 

apply a credit and do not provide additional detail. This makes it very difficult 

to keep track of which disputes you have been reimbursed for.

Plate-read tolling is very similar to maximum tolls. In this case, the 

transponder doesn’t work or can’t be read. For instance, ice may have built 

up on the truck or on the transponder reader at a toll booth, interfering with 

the transponder signal. The tolling agency may then take a picture of your 

license plate and sends a bill in the mail.

Many agencies allow you to set up your license plate in an account and pay 

your tolls this way without a transponder. However, license plate tolls in 

most states are much more expensive than transponder-read tolls, because 

the agency has to conduct extra research to determine the plate owner in 

order to send the bills.

This was a problem in Canada for years, but it’s being seen a lot more in the 

United States as many toll agencies move to all-electronic tolling. It’s even 

Maximum Tolling and Plate Read 
Tolling Can Cost You Big Bucks3
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possible a driver may not even know he or she is on a toll road. The carrier 

only finds out when it receives a bill in the mail because the truck didn’t  

have a transponder, or didn’t have its transponder registered with the 

appropriate tolling agency.  
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License plate tolls in 
most states are much 
more expensive than 
transponder-read tolls.

Also, if you’re reviewing your bills of lading or other shipping documents and 

you say to yourself, “there’s no way that truck was there in that location,” 

this is another indication that the maximum toll was wrongly billed. In some 

cases, the description on the maximum toll bill is often the plate number of 

the truck or trailer and not the transponder number. These are key things to 

have your teams looking for when reviewing your toll bills for accuracy.

That leads to our next point: it’s important to have someone on your team 

dedicated to carefully reviewing bills and identifying maximum-toll or plate-

read charges. This individual can also coordinate the appropriate paperwork 

to dispute the charges. PrePass Plus customers have the option of contacting 

the PrePass support team, who can handle this on your behalf at no extra 

charge. No matter who is handling this task, remember that timing is very 

crucial, so don’t wait too long to file disputes. But the bottom line is that 

these charges can be disputed, and they can effectively be managed.



Some tolling agencies now have dynamic tolling in place. This means 

that based on the level of traffic congestion, the toll pricing increases — 

sometimes 50% to 75% more — compared to off-peak times.

The way to avoid dynamic tolling charges is to know what those peak times 

are in each location and try to keep your drivers off those specific roads 

during the rush hour times. This can be very hard to do, even on weekends. 

For example, New Jersey considers all day Saturday and Sunday to be a peak 

time. But as long as you’re aware of what times are cheapest to travel the 

roads, then you can really reduce your toll cost.  

Peak Tolling Means Peak Toll Rates4
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As long as you’re 
aware of what times 
are cheapest to 
travel the roads, 
then you can really 
reduce your toll cost.

The good news is you can go online and look at the tolling agencies’ websites. 

Agencies with peak time tolling generally publish when their peak times are. 

Make sure your dispatch operation is aware of this information. Drivers must 

also know what roads they need avoid to make sure your vehicles are not in 

a situation where they could incur dynamic tolling.



Guard Against Transponder  
Abuse and Fraud

Recently, PrePass has become aware of increased instances of transponder 

abuse and fraud. Transponders are much like open credit cards. If they  

are lost or stolen, but not reported, someone can use them while racking  

up big bills.

This is especially true in the tri-state area of New York, New Jersey and 

Pennsylvania, where many of the bridge tolls are so expensive. 

There have been cases where drivers have taken transponders out of the 

trucks and used them in their personal vehicle during their off time. In 

other cases, drivers who have left a company have been known to take 

transponders with them for personal use.

Making this more tempting is the fact that transponders today are being 

used for transactions beyond paying tolls. 

For example, transponders can be used to pay for meals at fast-food 

restaurants that are part of an E-ZPass toll facility. Transponders can be used 

for parking at airports such as Orlando, Florida, or LaGuardia in New York 

City. While you might be inclined to think a truck rolling through a parking lot 

at an airport or a drive-through at a fast food restaurant would stick out like 

a sore thumb, keep in mind a transponder can be simply removed from a 

truck and placed in a passenger vehicle, with fraudulent changes appearing 

on your bill. 

So how do you spot such charges? In the E-ZPass network, if you see the 

charge class of SVC, that generally means a service charge, not a direct toll. 

Also, if food is purchased in the E-ZPass network, it comes through as an 

E-ZPass Plus charge. 

5
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When you have inventory of transponders onsite at your terminals so you 

are able to swap them out for different trucks in your fleet, make sure 

they’re secured and accounted for. Also, you want to make sure that you’re 

monitoring your bills on a regular basis so that no unassigned transponders 

are showing up. PrePass knows of one instance at a carrier where there was 

an excess of $5,000 run up on an unassigned transponder before they even 

identified that it was being used. 

Other ways you can reduce 

transponder abuse and fraud:

• Maintain a low inventory 

of unassigned devices. 

• Monitor invoices for potential 

tolls at unauthorized 

routes, which would help 

you to identify if a truck is 

being used in a way that 

you’ve not authorized. 

• Look for off-hour toll 

charges. This may indicate 

unauthorized use.

• Immediately report all lost or 

stolen transponders, because 

you want to cut that line of 

credit off as soon as possible.
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A transponder 
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truck and placed 
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vehicle, with 
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appearing on 
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How INFORM Tolling Can 
Help Reduce Toll Costs
While developing a strategic plan to combat the problem of increasing toll costs may 
seem like a daunting task, there is a solution to help you address many, if not all, of 
the problem areas outlined in this white paper. 

Introduced in late 2017, INFORM Tolling from PrePass allows you to easily find out 
exactly how much you’re spending on toll payments, manage violations, prevent 
fraud and more.

INFORM Tolling is a data visualization interface and is a component of the PrePass 
Plus® electronic toll payment service. INFORM Tolling offers more than just a 
snapshot of toll invoices and violations. It monitors daily tolling activity and can 
send immediate notifications if transponders are being used improperly.

For instance, if you have high-volume plate reads, potential misuse, or maximum 
tolls, INFORM tolling sends an immediate alert. The same thing is true if you have an 
unassigned toll transponder: you will receive an alert from PrePass/INFORM Tolling 
if it is used.

You can also monitor your regular usage and see your toll discounts. 

INFORM Tolling is not only a tool to find potential misuse of toll transponders, but it 
allows you to keep track of your tolling and see where you’re spending the most and 
pull this data into customized, downloadable reports.  

And if there are disputes about toll charges, PrePass does the work for you after  
you have uploaded the charge information to the INFORM data suite. Not only  
can you see the status of those violations, but you can track if they have been  
paid or credited.

Best of all, there is no extra charge for using INFORM Tolling for PrePass Plus 
customers — and you’ve got actionable data at your fingertips.


